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NATO: Solana on NATO's Future, Spain's 
Integration 

BR240710S996 Madrid ABC in Spanish 21 Jul 9% 
pp 10-12 

{Interview with Spanish NATO Secretary General Javier 
Solana by Isabel San Schastian in Madnd; date not 
given: “The Socialist Party Will No Doubt Take a 
Responsible Stance on Spain Becoming a Full Member 
of NATO ; first paragraph is ABC introduction) 

[FBIS Translated Text] He has got to work in his new 
post with all the enthusiasm of a new convert coupled 
with his usual capacity to work hard.and the result 
can be seen in how tured his eyes look (here | really 
work like mad, but I feel good”) all to the surprirs of 
his entourage which did not expect that the first ever 
Spanish secretary general would be in and out of his 
office every day at all hours and that he would require 
so much to be done. Of course, they did not know our 
former munisier of education and foreign affairs, past 
professor of physics, and politician by vocation and 
descent ("1 am sure | will never work for a company”) 
and a sure favorite to take over from Felipe Gonzalez as 
the Socialist leader in 1996. All that until an offer came 
from Brussels which he could not turn down. In less 
than half a year and from the moment he settled into 
this big, bright, high security office which is both sober 
and functional and which he did not have repainted for 

austerity reasons, Solana has visited 16 countries. He 
has been several times to the Bosman front line and 
has announced to the world the outline for a new and 
enlarged alliance and has been greeted as an equal by the 
main world leaders, as can be seen from the photographs 
all over his desk, where a large autographed photograph 
of his majesty the king has pride of place. With all this 
experience and feeling totally at home in the job, Solana 
does not hesitate to say, off the record: “If NATO did 
not exist, someone would have to invent it.” 

[San Sebastian] What does the first ever Spanish NATO 
secretary general think about the announcement the 
government has made to take the question of Spain's 
full membership of NATO to Parliament’ 

{Solana! I think that, in principle, it is a good thing. I 
would like Spain to take the decisions which it should 
take, at least in my view, and given the way I see the 
Atlantic alliance developing today, | would like to see 
Spain doing as much as it can in the organization 

Spain and NATO 

[San Sebastian] What do you think about Parliament 

taking this decision on full membership, without calling 
for a referendum 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 1 

{Solana} 1 think that the decisions which have to 
be taken now only require that Parliament reaches a 
consensus in its decision. 

[San Sebastian] Do you think that the PSOE [Spanish 
Socialist Workers Party] will vote in favor of full 
membership? 

{Solana} I think the socialist party will take a responsibic 
posivion on this matter. 

{San Sebastian} Does responsible mean supporting the 
government? 

[Solana] I repeat that it will be a responsible position. 

{San Sebastian] Do you support, given the post you 
have now, (I mean your support as an expert and not 
the support of the organization) that Spain should have 
an army of professionals and that compulsory military 
service should be abolished? 

[Solana] What I have discovered here is that there can 
be good professional armies and good conscript armies. 
Germany has a good regular army, one of the most solid 
in Europe, which it does not want to change for the 
moment, and the UK has had a professional army for 
a very long time, which also works very well. That is 
what counts. 

[San Sebastian] Does the model used affect the way the 
alliance works? 

[Solana] No. The main thing is that the armies are 
prepared for the missions they are sent on. 

{San Sebastian] On that point, it seems difficult to send 
conscnpt soldiers on dangerous peace keeping missions 
abroad, like those that NATO will be going on from 
now On... 

{Solana} That is one of the arguments people use in fa- 
vor of professional armies. However, it is reasonable to 
suppose that if it became necessary, al some stage, to 
defend the whole of national territory, that just the num- 
ber of professional soldiers would prove insufficient 

[San Sebastian] Once Spain is a full member will 
Spaniards be given high level posts in the alliance” 

[Solana] Logically, Spanish soldiers will have more 
clout than at the moment. 

[San Sebastian] Do the allies not feel some mistrust for 
the countries such as Prance and Spain, which have not 
up to now participated fully in the military structure of 
the organization? 

{Solana) | have not noticed any mistrust and | am 
secretary general. In fact, how could it be otherwise 
since | am here... But I do think that the other countries 
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would like there to be a level playing ficld where 
integration 1s Concerned. 

New Alliance 

[San Sebastian} As an old anti-NATO militant does your 
presence as head of the alliance provide living proof that 
a radical change is taking place in the orgenization’ 

[Solana] What is true is that there has veen a profound 

change im the alliance in recent years and an even more 
radical change in recent months. 1996 and 
in part of 1997 an alliance will be sketched out which 
will be prepared to meet the challenges of the next 
century and the meetings held recently in Brussels and 
Berlin have set a trewd moving which makes it possible 
to talk about a radically new NATO. 

[San Sebastian] What vill be the distinctive features of 
this new alliance’ 

{Solana) ht will be a new version of NATO with 
new missions, mainly peacekeeping as was the case in 
Bosnia. The result of that will be that it will need a new 
military structure, different from the one it had after 
the Cold War, capable of preparing these new missions. 
ht will have new members from the old countries of 
Central Europe which today are knocking on our door, 
without there being any reasons for us keeping the door 
closed. And, last but not least, it will be a NATO which 
will have with it the European Security and Defense 
Policy. 

[San Sebastian] Doesn't this wish for European auton- 

omy clash with its material dependency on the United 
States’ 

{Solana} It is not a wish for autonomy, given thal 
there will still be only one alliance, which does not 
mean that at some stage, one side can get ready for a 
practical mission. In that case, the equipment used will 
belong to the countries which are joining in, because 
the WEU [Western European Union] does not have its 
own equipment. But we have agreed that it can use 
NATO equipment and the Americans have cleared that 
decision. 

[San Sebastian} With this new European Defense Policy 
is there reason to believe that the United States will 
move out of Europe on the medium term? 

[Solana] No, because the transatlantic connection is vital 
to the alliance. It was what led to the creation of this 

institution and has made it so useful over all these years. 
Europeans and Americans being and working together 
are the life Nood of the alliance. In fact, what the war in 
Bosnia has shown is that, when we work together, the 
risk of falure is very small, whereas that is not the case 
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when we work separatcly, things can take a different 
turn and go badly. 

(San Sebastian} Will this new NATO be more costly for 
Europeans’ 

[Solana] kt might cost a litte more But | would like to 
say that NATO keeps going with a very small fraction 
of the wealth of cach country: with a budget which is 
®.5 of the defense budgets of the countries which are 
members and even those which spend most on defense 
it does not even make up as much as 4.5 per cent of 
GDP. Wh at is more, I would like to emphasize that this 
iS an organization with a very good cost benefit ratio, 
given that with 0.5 of defense spending it manages to 
avoid countnes renationalizing their defenses. 

{San Sebastian] | see I'm talking to someone absolutely 
convinced... 

{Solana} At the moment | am absolutely convinced, yes 
indeed, that NATO is Burope’s best bet. 

[San Sebastian] Do you think that NATO has always 
been an alliance for peace? 

[Solana] Yes, it has always been a defensive alliance. It 
has never been on the offensive. 

{San Sebastian] In the light of all that, until when will 
the NATO intervention force be staying in Bosnia? 

[Solana] That is a good question... The IPFOR [Impic- 

mentation Force] mission of NATO is defined by a UN 
Security Council resolution as having a one-year dura- 
tion. Thus, in a year this mission has to come to an end. 
Could there be another mission after that? | cannot say. 
Probably we will have to wait until after the elections 
on 14 September to decide, but it is very likely that 
some form of relations will have to continue. 

[San Sebastian] Is there not a risk of further entrenching 
the conflict? 

[Solana] There are two risks. On the one hand, we are 
all determined that this is not going to turn in to a 
new Cyprus. But, on the other hand, if things take an 
unwelcome turn, there is a risk that a new confrontation 
may arise and we would have a major responsibility in 
that. In any case, the message constantly being given to 
the political leaders on all three sides is that they are 
being given the opportunity for peace. Prom the time 
we stepped on to their soil, in only some 40 days, we 
managed to separate the warring facuions and we have 
been policing a front line 1,005 km long and 10 km 
wide. | would like to point out that it has been the 
first spring without an offensive. Thus, peace, meaning 

“ without of the owners 



[Solana] Sooner or lates he will be taken to justice in 
the Hague. 

[San Sebastian} Will NATO troops capture him? 

[Solana] In principle, no. But we will have to see what 
the Spanish Government negotiates. 

to achieve an overall structure of security and stability 

[San Sebastian) But for the moment they are not very 
enthusiastic ab ut enlargement. . 

{Solana} The fact that they are not showing any enthu- 
siasm does not mean we are not capable of doing it. 
Logically speaking, for the Russian leaders of today. 
yesterday, and probably tomorrow, the Avantic alliance 
has connotations which raise a few problems, but | think 
we can solve them. 

[San Sebastian} Could the enlargement castward include 
Russia at some stage’ 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 

[Solana] No one considers Russia to be a candsate a 

the moment. Which docs not mean. thal im the distant 
future it could not be. On the short term, no 

[San Sebastian} But all the others, yes’ 

[Solana] Many of them are knocking at the door, but | 
do not think that all of them are in 4 position ) come 
in at the same time and some of them may never be 
if a position to join. To be invited to join thas alliance 
two sorts of conditions have to be met: political and 

military conditions. They have to be countries with the 
same democratic structures as our Countnes, including 
civilian control over military equipment, and, what is 
more, they have to be able to give more than they get 

{San Sebastian] Could the Ukraine come in for cxam- 
ple? 

[Solana] Ukraine is not a candidate for the mument, but 
it is One of the major countries with whom we must 

reckon for stability in Europe and its president is keen 
on keeping close tics with the Atlantic alliance. It is 
not in a position to ask to jom, bul it is not against 

enlargement. 

[San Sebastian] And the Baltic States’ 

[Solana] These are three countries which want to jou 
all the institutions, the Euroatlanuc and European ones 
Al the moment one cannot say thal any Country ts out, 
but neither is any country in. The decision will he taken 
on the dates I have mentioned 

[San Sebastian] How do you see the Russian clectoral 
process? 

{Solana} | view as a positive factor that, even though 

there were douls about it, that the clections took place 
in Russia and ran smoothly. Moreover, | am pleased that 
those who defend a process of continued reform have 
won. In any case, Russia will have serious difficulties 
to face from both the economic and political stance, 
and we are obliged to help, and we in this organization 
are going to do that. Even now Russia is part of the 
association for peace and | must say that if 1s umpressive 
to visit the Russian soldiers in Bosnia and patrol with 
them alongside soldiers from various NATO countries, 
who are all part of the same mission. If we are atic to 

go on missions of this sort together, why won't we be 
able to build a security structure together in Burope’ 

[San Sebastian) Has the alliance compictely disregarded 
the possibility of Russia being a threat to the West, on 
the near of more distant future’ 

[Solana] | think that at the moment Russia is pot a threat 
to anyone, just as NATO) is not a threat to anyone enther 
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[San Schastian] Do you at all share Henry Kissinger’s 
view that, once again, the West is making the same 
mustake of placing too much trust in a given leader, in 
this case Yeltsin, and is underestimating the threat or 
danger that the Russian giant might pose’ 

[Solana] No. The West is not hung up on any given 
leader (as Kissinger said) but obviously aiming for 
Russia to develop in a given direction, which is the 
one we think to be best for all. 

[San Sebastian] Is the military strategy of the alliance in 
tune with this political conviction, namely that Russia 
does not pose a threat’ 

[Solana] The mulitary strategy of the alliance is changing 
ai the moment and if we are changing i is because 
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we think that conditions have changed. The classx : ! : 

cxrample, without forgetting. of course, the guarantee of 
our security in the light of all types of threat. 
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EU: Agreement Reached on Common European 
Defense Policy 

MS2307105496 London FINANCIAL TIMES 
in English 23 Jul 9 p2 

[Report by Lionci Barber “EU ‘Neutrals’ to Jom 
Defence Initiative "| 

(PBIS Transcribed Text) Brussels — The 
Union has achieved a breakthrough in talks with its four 
“neutral” member staics 07 forging a common defence 

policy 

Austria, Finland, Ircland and Sweden have signalicd 
they are willing to incorporate peacekeeping. armed 
humanitanan aid, and crisis Management in a revision 
of the Maastricht treaty. 

The political breakthrough on defence came during a 
meeting of high-level representatives to the Maastricht 
weaty review conference (1GC) in Cork, Ireland, a 
fortmght ago. lt is the first sign of movement in the 
four-month-old IGC according to Brussels diploraats 

The willingness of the four non-aligned EU member 
States to consider limited military operations on a 
case-Dy~<ase basis must still be endorsed by heads of 
government, but it reflects shifts in thinking on defence 
and security in pos'-<old wa Europe 

Factors include the dec'ine of the Russian military 

INTER-EUROPEAN AFFAIRS s 

At the Cork meetng. all sides reportedly adopted a prac- 
ucal approach, focusing on the so-called St Petersburg 
tasks which were set out in a 1992 declaration of the 
Western European Union. the fledgling dctenoe arm of 
the EU. 

The WEU statement said members were ready tw sup- 
port “on a case- by<aer basis... the effective mmple- 
mentation of conflict prevention and crisis-management 
measures, including peacekeeping activitics under the 
umbrella of the UN of the Organisation for Security and 
Co-operation in Europe 

The willingness of the Irish, Austrians, Finns, and 
Swedes to assume the Si Petersburg tasks delighted 
France which is pushing hard to strengthen the EU's 
common foreign and security policy. German officials 
were encouraged, while noting that French enthusiasm 
could be driven by the fact that the WEU ws based 
on loose inter-governmental co-operation rather than 
supranational integration with a role for the European 
Commussion and the Court of Justice 

The UK government remains hesitant because it does 
not want to give the EU — a civilian power — specitx 
new responsimlives 

This line of thinking applies even though operations 
under the WEU umbrella would be lomrted and often 
contracted out to the Nato alliance But UK officials 

concede that the Cork consensus marks an improvement 
on the debate in the 1991 Maastricht treaty when Prance 
appeared to be leading an effort to create a Common 

European defence rivalling Nato. The spectre of a 
common European army was one reason why Danes 
rejected Maastricht in their June 1992 referendum 

Officials stressed that the precise relavonstup hetween 
the EU and WEU needed to be resolved in future 10C 
negotiations, as well as Swedish and Finnish demands 

to be treated “on an equal footing with full WEU 
members. 

report may comtan copynghted maternal ~~ ieee 
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UK Threatens To Veto Some EU 

UK officials sand they did not want to weaken the EU's 
stance, bul had always insisted there must be proper 
consultavons hefore retahatory measures were agreed 

UNITED KINGDOM 
bincS- WEL 06-143 

ae | fy 1996 

lromcally, the proposed BU Mocking statute  closele 
modelied on Britamn’s 1981 Protechon of Tradmg -- 
terests Act. ht would protutet European companes trom 

complying with provisons of Helms Burton and cntitic 
them to counter -suc in European courts for any damages 
which US courts awarded under the US ‘egnlaion 

The UK feats the Commusmon proposal could tramgress 
the division of powers hetwoen the EL and memiter 
states by encroaching on the pardon of national 
courts. I. 1s also concerned that the proposal 1» designed 
to be pa into effect as ut stands, and not implemented 
through fhavonal legislation 

Britain also has reservations about another opucm ap- 
proved in outlme by the Counce! of Ministers, which 
would involve ughtenmg visa roguirements for US ont 
ivens visting the EU 

UK: Minister Hogg Says New BSE Risk 
‘Theoretical’ 

MS$2407101896 London THE GUARDIAN on Enelich 
24 Jul O pa 

[Report by John Palmer BU Socks to Allay Sheep 
Meat Fears | 

(PBIS Transcribed Text} Brussels European Uneon 

leaders moved quickly yesterday to counter feas of 
a new Europe-wide BSE -reiated scare tollowrng the 
revelation of screntifx evidence that sheep and goats 
can be infected 

The farm minister, Douglas Mogg. said on Brussels that 

any health risk was purely theoretical and mmusted al! 

anh products on sale were perfectiy sate 

European Commission officials revealed that the new 
moves to ban the use of certain sheep and goat organ 
in the food chain followed evidence that sheep could he 
infected with BSE by cating heavily Contanunated aw. 
mal foodstuffs. The only evidence we have shout sheep 
contracung BSE 1s as a result of laboratory capernments 
There is no evidence that sheep of goats are at risk oth. 
erwise, the commision agriculture spokesman. Gerry 
Kiely, told journalists 

The commission will seck the approval of 4 Commuter 
of semor scientific and veterinary adviwers next work 
for proposals to han the use of hramns. spleen and spinal 
cord of sheep, goats and possihy deer in all forms of 
food 

Asked whether there was a danger that the latest prec au. 
vons mgm tngger a collapse of Comume:r confidence in 

sheep meat sitmlar to that in the beet sector, Mr Hogg 
sad. “Not if people are sense certammly not | heheve 
that lamb throughout Europe is wholly safe Burt 

“ Maou of the owners 
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guard aguas any ©... au risk, of 6, | eek, dewratic 
to remove... the bran and the crival nervous system 
The measures we bemmg taken oot of an abundance of 
caution. 

The European farm commissioner, Franz Fischier, wold 
EU agricalture ministers in Brussels “© Monday about 
the latest Guclosed scucntifix evidence thal Downe 
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE). an infect sheep and 
announced new plans to ughien *»s) afety. He will ask 
EU veterinary capers on Augus! % Orn various tissues 
from sheep and other ruminants -°%: the food cham. 
following simula measeres taker FY on oe 

Mr Pischier also sand there were una. id questions 
over whether some cases of the centuries-old sheep dis- 

case «tape mught mm fact be BSE. Although mow EU 
governments have hacked the Commmsion's few pro- 
posed controls on foad production, some are concerned 
that sheep meat sales Could murrot the nearly 40 per cent 
fall in Burope’s beef sales since BSE was identified as 
a potential health hazard in March 

UK: Mayhew Attempts To Prevent 
‘Portadown-Style’ Situation 

122307174696 London PRESS ASSOCIATION 

in English 1713 GMT 24 Jul 

[By lan Graham) 

(PBIS Transcribed Teast) Uleter Secretary So Patrick 
Mayhew today held talks with leaders of the loyaliet 
Apprentice Boys armud fears that senous trouble could 
break out w 4 Portadown-style stand-off on Londonderry 
neat month 

Prantic hehind-the-sene meetings have heen going on 
and local MP John Hume. ica ot of the SDLP [Social 
Democrat and Labour Party). .. ..ve to have talks with 
the Apprentice Boys 

The Apprentice Boys hold thar wadmtional annual 
parade in Ulster's second city on August 10 and 
republicans ae intent on having i re-routed away 
from the city walls overlooking the natonalist Bogsde 
Residents from the Bogside are also seeking a mocting 
with Sw Patrick later in the week 

The Apprentice Boys said after the two-hour meeting 
a Stormont Castle, Belfast, that they “‘remaimed open 
munded with regard to suggestions from the nationalist 
population towards an amicable soluton. Bu they 
made it clear they cape ©‘ to he allowed to march We 
firmly heheve curt = ...oal parade and thankagiving 
service, cur herilage and culture. should comtinue to he 
celePrated untendered. sand a statement 
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Sinn Feoun's chairman, Michel McLaughim., a London- 
Gerry rewdent, bu back commenting: “This is 1996 not 
1909 — Unioniuem cannot simply gci want 1 wants w- 
respective of the nights or concerns of other secvons of 

our community. He sad nationalists had the coafidence 
to “accommadatec umoniwm'. bul he warned: “We will 

not be walked over. 

TrowMe faced lat year when police forcih y removed 
nalbonalists trying to prevent the march from passing 
along a secvon of the ancient walls above the Bogude 
The organisation tradrbonally marched around the walls 
bul 1 was stopped hetween 1970 and last year when 
the walls were closed to everyone because of the 
security sttuahon. The rowte had always been a source 
of comenvion with Bogwde residents claimung i addod 
to the trrumphalist nature of the parade 

The Church of Ircland priraate Dr Rotun Eames taday 
issued a hard hitteng statement followmg recent attacks 
on the Protestant community and said Catholics must 

realise Protestants also cupect parity of esteem. He 
said he had already spoken of hus understanding of the 
tochngs of anger. resenumer’ yd uncertainty within the 
Catholx community, bul 1 was time for him to speak 
up for the Protestant communrny Within it there was a 
fechng of uncertammty which was ta from a basis for 

rePurlding trust 

Dy Eames added: “Protestants too deserve parity of 
esteem and reassurance Expressions of nationalist fears 
must he balanced by the recognition that among them 
Protestant neighbours there i & perception by many 

that ther fulure is mmsecur.. that thew position has heen 

croded hy events over which they have po control and 
that ther genumme views ave Heing misunderstand oF 
ignored. Protestants too deserve recognition of thew 
aspirations and a feeling of security that they do have a 
future in the land of thes Purth 

He appealed to politicians on both sides to do all in thea 
power to prevent further sectarian atiacks and a return 
to violence 

The Archhishop capressed great sadness and anger at 
areon attacks on Protestant churches, Protestant homes. 
individuals and business premuses and of encouragement 
heing given to peaple to boycott certain shops and of 
imtimdation and threats Me added Some statements 
a rallies have been openly sectarian and addressed to 

the Protestant communnty There is no excuse for such 

sectarianieem. | condemm these attacks and actions as 
| have comstantly condemned such achom from the 
loyalist Community 

Meanwtile multy-party talks comtinued at Castle Build. 
ings. Stormont dunng the day with wgns the partes 
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is that « reflects the Gunking of the ascendant Tory 
Right. Compulsory imeurance for imvalidiiy tM nefit, 
unemployment henefits and even the Masi state pension 

are ali on the bu-list of a Conservative Party tha 
bebeves we cannot afford the welfare state 

Yet all the evidence suggests that wholesale private 
provision of benefits will drastically increase charges 
for people, compound insecurnty and, as the evidence 
of the private pensions fiascos of the part few years 
shows, icave Many withoul proper provision 

Labouts response to the failure of the status quo it 
very different. The domunant feature of the years to 
2015 will not just be the rapidity of change, amid 
new waves of technological progress, bul the need to 
reassess completely the role of government — fot, 
as sometimes in the past. ating a 4 subetitule for 
individual responsiMility, hut enaiing individuals to 
realise their full potential 

Labour has a four-pronged strategy to modernise the 
welfare state Pires, we have set out a costed programme 
to ensure thal every young person unemployed for more 
than sit months will receive esther a job offer, through 

tax rebates to the private or voluntary secior, of he op- 
portunity to learn new shulls New opportunites demand 
new responsitilities A life on permanent henefi cannot 

he an option for young peaple 

Secondly, we shall provide opportumues for people to 
save for the future and to improve thew skills Ow 
proposed Individual Savings Account will help people 
to save for reurement. Everyone will have the chance 
to contribute to an Individual Learning Account, with 
special help for the unemployed And we shall ensure 
that every 16 to 18-year-old studies in order to achieve 
a bask Menemem of educavon and stulis ht us because 
the status Guo & fot working that we awe undertaking 
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a review of all public spending on post-i6 education, that low-carners should face punitive marginal tax 
inchuding child benefit for thai age-group. and benefit rates. That is why, in contrast to the 
Thirdly, Labour will ease ‘he y traps that Government's long-term aim of abolishing inheritance 

aS Ee poven ers tax and Capital gains tax, Labour's aim 1s to reduce tax 
many people from taking jobs that are on offer. Chris rates and cut benefit tapers at the bottom of the income 
Smit. Labour's social security spotesman, has recently = — , ’ 

— ; So Labour will act in government as a vehicle for 
a ee righty og chap poe change, preparing Britain for the new millennium. 

ut getting people —~ or But we reject the proposal for a Republican-style 
: privatisation of the welfare state - - the Tory programme 

waderpia the bench system and to casure §=7 , Fin term. | do not believe that the British people 
want a country further divided, more unequal, with 
greater insecurity for all. Our plan for government is 

employers. to modernise the welfare state, promoting work, choice 
is wrong to have penal rates of § and independence to casure security and opportunity for 

for those at the top, so it cannot be right ail. 
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Germany: Ukruime Asks for Additional Aid for 
Reform 

AU2407100396 Duesseidorf HANDELSBLATT 
in German 24 Jul 96 pi 

[Report by “jow”: “Kiev Hopes For Credit} 

(FBIS Translated Text} Kiev, 23 July — A good month 
before Chancellor Helmut Kohi's visit to Kiev, the 
Ukrainian Government has asked Bonn for another 
billion-mark aid payment for further reforms. Ukrainian 
Prime Minister Pavel Lazarenko mentioned a sum of 
1 billion German marks [DM] in talks with Bundestag 

Hennadiy Udovenko even spoke about $1! billion. Of- 
ficials in Kiev said there were “some projects in the 
pipeline.” 

Lazarenko referred to a letter from President Kuchma 
to Kohl. According to information obtained by HAN- 
DELSBLATT, the chancellor received two letters from 
Kuchma, which will now be followed by a third one. 
According to these sources, Kuchma is considering 
founding a banking consortuum, which 1s to make avail- 
able a credit to Ukraine according to the Russian model; 
this credit is to be guaranteed by the Federal Govern- 
ment. Large German banks have reportedly given “fa- 
vorable signals” for this plan. Reportedly, at the sugges- 
uon of the German Bank for Reconstruction and Devel- 
opment (KfW), the granting of a special credit line for 
small companies in Ukraine is being discussed in Bonn. 

Chancellor Helmut Kohl is expected in Kiev on 3 and 4 
September. Bonn is giving Ukraine technical assistance 
worth DM27 million in 1996 and is also involved in 
EU aid. The Hermes ceiling for export credit guarantees 
totaling DM300 million has not be fully exhausted. 
Bonn has been urged by the United States and others to 
increase aid for Ukraine. 

Germany: Survey Notes Rise in Investments Abroad 

AU2307131796 Frankfur/Main FRANKFURTER 
ALLGEMEINE in German 22 Jul 96 pil 

FBIS-WEU-96-143 
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vestments wil be broken in 1996. in view of the recent 
weak development of the mark, one is uncertain whether 
this value of investments will be attained again. 

As a motive for investments, the DIHT cites the need 
to Capture and secure international markets as part of a 
sales strategy. But any direct investments are also the 
result of a desire to circumvent the high production costs 
in Germany. Those firms for whom sales are a priority 
are investing mainly in North America, Western Europe, 
and a few Asian countries, because these areas permit 
access to large markets. On the other hand, those firms 
for whom it is more important to wansfer production 
elsewhere because of costs prefer the countries of 
central and castern Europe, as well as a few selected 
Asian countries that are less expensive. Nevertheless, 
Great Britain remains the most important country for 
investments in Europe. 

In view of the increasing globalization, the DIHT con- 
siders foreign investments aimed at the sale of com- 
modities inevitable. Such investments serve to dimunish 
the risk posed by exchange rates, and the goods involved 
are closer to the markets than the traditional exports of 
goods from distant Germany. The enterprises are mak- 
ing sure that countries belonging to the major free trade 
zones, such as the North American Free Trade Asso- 
Ciation or the Latin American Mercosur, are served by 
only a few centrally-located facilities or even from one 
single facility within the free trade zone. 

Apart from the size of wages, administrative rules are 
also a major consideration in selecting an investments 
location. Thus, in relation to other central and castern 
European countries, Hungary has succeeded in attracting 
an extraordinary number of German investors because 
the necessary legal framework there was already propi- 
tious at an carly stage. On the other hand, German enter- 
prises hesitate to invest in, for instance, Russia, because 
that country’s tax legislation is hostile to investments 
and the authorities often apply capricious rules as they 
please. 

Smaller sales representations of firms were established 
abroad a long time ago. It is remarkable that, much 
more often than was the case in the past, production 
facilities are being built or acquired after only 2 brief 
reconnaissance period. In the meantime, large invest- 
ments are being followed by investments by smaller 
and medium-sized enterprises from Germany. In most 
cases, suppliers from Germany consider such moves a 
major way of maintaining their business relationships 
with the large enterprises. German direct investments 
involve a higher proportion of industrial commodities 
than investments by other foreign enterprises. Enter- 
prises from other countries usually concentrate more on 

is prokibited without permission of the copyright owners 
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the services sector. In America, for instance, German by banks has been observed in China of iate. In the 
direct investments in the wholesale trade are clearly un- §DIHTs view, German enterprises which do not wish 
derrepresented. to be excessively dependent on the investments activity 
a ble invol — : a tp. + iataemcami 

ments, and they wish to increase their foreign engage- Keren, ——. 
ment even further in 1996. An increasing engagement 

| is prokibwted without permission of the copyngit owners 
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France Threatens To Leave Bosnia by Ead of Year 

LD2307165396 Belgrade TANJUG in English 
1638 GMT 23 Jul 96 

{>y Momcilo Pudar) 

(FBIS Transcribed Text) Pris, July 23 (TANJUG) — 
France threatened on Tuesday to pull out its troops from 
Bosnia-Herzegovina by the end of the year if such a 
move is made by the United States. 

The French government wants a decision on the end of 
the mandate of the peace force in Bosnia to be made by 
NATO's council and the U.N. Security Council. 

Reports indicate that it has been agreed to resolve the 
issue after the elections in Bosnia-Herzegovina, sched- 
uled for Sept. 14, since their outcome will be decisive 
for the Dayton agreement and the peace process. 

France's protest has been wiggerred off by U.S. Vice 
President Al Gore who has said that his country firmly 

high representative 
that the realization of the Dayton agreement would take 
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France: Foreign Minister Interviewed on Middle 
East 

LD2307204396 Luxembourg RTL Radio Network 
in French OSSO GMT 23 Jul 96 

[Telephone interview with French Foreign Minister 
Herve de Charette by correspondent Michele Cotta; de 
Charette in Damascus, Cotta in studio — live] 

[FBIS Translated Text] [Cotta] Good morning, Herve 
de Charette. 

[De Charette] Good morning. 

(Cotta) You are in Damascus, on the first leg of your 

new tour of the Middle East. 

[De Charette] Yes, you have caught me first thing in the 
morning, but I arrived in Damascus yesterday afternoon 
and | am leaving Damascus very shortly for Amman. 

[Cotta] Yesterday you met Syrian President Hafiz al- 
Asad. What is his state of mind? He is said not to be 
too unhappy to see the prospect of peace between Israel 
and the Arab fading. 

[De Charette] That is not at all my opinion, nor was 
it the impression I had after the long talks | was 
able to have with him last April, at the ume of the 
confrontation between Isracl and the Lebanon, and | 
am leaving Damascus convinced that the Syrian leaders 
want peace, that that is truly their objective — what they 
call their chosen strategy — and thal at this time they 
strongly deplore the impression that the peace process 
is deadlocked today. 

[Cotta] Yesterday President Chirac had a telephone 
conversation with Egyptian President Husni Mubarak. 
What role does France intend to play at a time when 
America, perhaps for electoral reasons, as some say in 
the Middle East, is intervening less in Israel's affairs’ 

[De Charette] Yes, that is true. As you may have 
noticed, President Chirac is very involved with the 
Middie East. He went there twice on tnps that had 
a profound impact — both his visit to Beirut and 
Cairo three months ago, and his visit to Saudi Arata 
a fortnight ago. The heads of state of these countries 
come to Paris for talks with him, they phone one another 
very frequently, which shows something very important, 
something that is important to those who are listening 
to us, which is that today the Middle East has great 
expectations of France. 

Everywhere today | hear: it is Prance’s how, it is 
Jacques Chirac’s hour. There is a demand for us to be 
involved, to be taking action. and for Prance to play a 
major role, as it did in the Israch-Lebanese crisis 
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(Cotta) Speaking of crises, al the moment — with the 
election of Binyamin Netanyahu — the peace processus 
has ground to a halt, but tomorrow the foreign minister, 
David Levy, will be meeting Yasir ‘Arafat. In your 
view, is that a good thing, and in what direction are 
we heading? Where are things heading in Isracl? 

[De Charette] It's a very good thing, and | would even 
say, at long last. 

(Cotta) But what does the government — the new 

government — of Israel want? 

[De Charette] Well, that is the question that naturally 
everyone is asking. It's the $64,000 question. What, 
really, are the practical, precise objectives that the 
Israelis are going to pursue? To tell the truth, just now it 
is a bit carly to say. I will be meeting Israeli leaders on 
Wednesday morning [24 July], after which I will know 
more. 

I would like to state a few simple things here. We French 
have the feeling that we can be of some use, because 
France is simultaneously a friend of Arab countries 
and, of course, a friend of the Israeli people. It is this 
closeness we feel to both, this very strong empathy for 
Israel's security problems, but also 
peace and security for its neighbors, that gives us the 
feeling of being useful. | notice nowadays that there is 
a truly new clement: French policy in the Middle East 
has changed, but at the same time there has been a very 
positive response to this from all of our partners. 

{Cotta} Herve de Charetie, you did not give me an 
answer a little while ago when | asked you about 
American policy. Are the Americans still as involved : g ; : a § 
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[De Charette) Of course I will remind him, of course 
— just as I have done at al! stages of this tnp. | 
will remind him of France's positions, which consist 
first of being based on Security Council resolutions, 
in which the position of the international community 
— of all countries, of whatever stripe — has been 
set out with regard to the different parties. Then there 
are the fundamental positions, namely, Palestinian self- 
determination and the principle of land for peace, in 
order to remedy the breakdown of the last of the peace 
processes — notably between Syria and Israel. 

[Cotta] When you go to Jerusalem, will you go to the 
Maison de |’Orient, which is the unofficial 
of the Palestinians, of the PLO in Jerusalem? Clearly, 
such a visit would have a symbolic value. 

{De Charette] Of course it would. Actually, it turns 
out that Mr. Faysal al-Husayni, who is the Israeli 
representative in Jerusalem [as heard), will not be in 
Jerusalem during my stay there. He will not be in 
Jerusalem, so probably ... 

(Cotta, interrupting] You will not go the Maison de 
lOnent? 

[De Charette] So, in fact, | probably will not go. But 
I will meet the Palestinian leaders for substantive talks 
an‘ I will show that...[pauses} I will remind them as well 
what our principles are. In other words, the Maison de 
‘Orient is, let us say, the place that embodies the basic 
fact that the Jerusalem question has not been settled, 
and it can only be settled through negotiauions between 
Israclis and Palestinians. 

[Cotta] And do you think it possible that Binyamin 
Netanyahu, clected as he was on the basis of different 
commitments, might agree to call into question Israeli 
sovereignty over a reunified Jerusalem” 

[De Charette] But Jerusalem can only be reunified by 
international agreement. 

[Cotta] So that is what you are going to be repeating” 

[De Charette] Yes, | am going to repeat thal onc again. 
In all this, Prance has not changed any of its positions 
Like the rest of the international community, and like 
the Americans too, Prance is sticking to the line that has 
been defined by past agreements, past arrangements, UN 
Security Council resolutions, but at the same time, we 
have to work in a concrete way to try to pull together 
again the different strands of peace — thal is what's 
behind my mission. 

[Cotta] Do you get the impression that the new Isracli 
prime munister is amenable to all this, despiic, as | 
mentioned, his election campaign” 
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[De Charette} I think we must avoid creating tensions; 
we must listen to all sides; we must bring our own 
convictions into it, which I will do, of course. We must 
explain things and speak frankly to one another. Before 
coming to any conclusions, let me speak to these people 
from the heart and in the French spirit of being willing 
to listen to everyone invoived. 

[Cotta] A final question, minister, on the air disaster 
of the Bocing bound for Pans from New York. The 
London TIMES wrote in yesterday's edition of an 
Iranian action designed to counter the tightening of 
American sanctions against the Islamic republic. In your 
opinion — you who have previously met the Iranians 
— is that a lead worth following up’ 

[De Charette] Frankly, | have no information of any 
sort that would lead me to give credence to any 
hypothesis whatsoever. Naturally, we are in contact with 
the American authorities, but for the moment they have 
not given us the information, so | would certainly be 
reluctant to give my verdict on an assertion, which | am 
not judging one way or the other, by the way, made by 
a newspaper, however reputabic. 

[Cotta] Thank you, Herve de Charette. 

France: Paper Views French-U.S. Diplomatic 
Rivalries im Mideast 

BR2307143596 Paris LES ECHOS in French 

23 Jul 96 p 3% 

(Editorial: “Prench-U.S. Rivalries” | 

(FBIS Translated Text] Whether in the former Yu- 
gosiavia or in the Middle East, Herve de Charette of- 

FBIS-WEL-96-143 
24 July 1996 

ten crosses paths with U.S. diplomats, to such an ex- 
tent that he must feel like he is being “marked.” in 
the diplomatic-sporung language appropriate in these 
tumes of so-called Olympic truce. Diplomatic mvalnes 
between France and the United States are all the more 
intense since, while diplomats do cross paths, they do 
not actually meet, even if heads of state later claim 
that both teams have been doing useful, complementary 
work. Bolstered by his success last April in establishing 
a cease-fire between Israc! and !_ehanon’s Islamist mili- 
tias — during which task he faced Warren Christopher's 
competition — Herve de Charette now finds in his way 
U.S. Middle East Coordinator Dennis Ross. While, from 
Damascus to Cairo through Beirut, Jerusalem, Gaza, and 
Amman, the French minister has been striving io get 
the peace process moving again by warning everybody 
against the temptation to sit on their hands, which only 
benefits those who resist peace, Dennis Ross’ objective 
is altogether different. In Jerusalem, in Cairo, in Damas- 
cus, and in Amman, his overt goal is also to restore the 
peace process — but for Washington's exclusive advan- 
tage. Exactly one month ago, Dennis Ross had bared his 
mind to the Cairo press; according to him, “there cannot 
be more than one mediator, otherwise it has a disrup- 
tive effect.” And he went on to suggest a “three-party 
process between the United States, Israci, and Syria (...) 
since Isracl does not feel at case with other mediators 
than America.” This is a challenge which the French 
envoy is striving to answer 

feport may contain copynghted maternal Copying and dissemination 
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Spain: Hotel Group Attempts To Stop 
Hebms-Burtoa Law 

BR2407113396 Madrid EL PAIS in Spanish 

23 Jul 96 p7 

[Report by Patricio Candia: “Sol-Melia Group Turns To 
EU To Prevent Heims-Burton Law From Punishing Its 
Executives’) 

{(FBIS Translated Text] Palma de Mallorca — The 

Spanish hotel group Sol-Melia will turn to the EU and 
the U.S. Government in order to prevent the Helms- 
Burton law from prevenung access to US. territory 
of its executives or their family members, according 
to a company spokesman. The agreement was adopted 
yesterday following a mecting held by the group's 
Board of Directors in Palma de Mallorca, the first it 
has held since went public. 

The threat of suspending the visas of Sol-Melia execu- 
uves would affect people who almost al! graduated from 
U.S. universities and, in particular, the former state sec- 
retary for the economy and member of the board of the 
Mallorca-based company, Alfredo Pastor, who teaches 
classes in economics at Columbia University. 

Tile Four of the Helms-Burton Law states: “The 

entry into the United States of any foreigner linked 
to the confiscation of, or the trafficking in, property 
confiscated from U.S. citizens in Cuba by the Fidel 
Castro government shall be prohibited.” 

Sol-Melia, which runs six hotels in Cuba and is to open 
the seventh in a few months, appointed its two most 
semior executives — Gabne!l and Sebastian Escarrer — 
tO Management posts in Brussels and Washington. The 
hotel chain has not received official confirmation from 
the United States that it will apply the Helms- Burton 
Law. “For this reason we are trying to prevent this 
situation from materializing. the spokesman said. 

Spain: Commentary Criticizes U.S. for ‘Missionary 
Adventur es' 

BR2307143996 Madrid EL PAIS in Spanish 
22 Jul 96 pd 

(Commentary by Hermann Tertsch: “The American 
Priend” | 

{[FBIS Translated Text] There exists in Spain a deep- 
rooted school of thought — to give it a name — which 
Dlames the United States for all the evils in the world. 
The members of this large sect are convinced that the 
CIA, the Pentagon. the White House, the FBI, and 

even the 52 States’ local police forces, daily 
imstruct their brainy command centers to study new 
moves as part of their perverse strategies to ill-treat 

SPAIN is 

native peoples, the working class in the Old World, 
nations with or without a stale, environmentalists, panda 
bears, and whales. As usually happens with obsessions, 
our believers overestimate their enemy. As a matter of 
fact, the latter — the “Yankees,” as they are called — 
do not have such a conspiratorial capability. And they 
are not engrossed in them alleged vicums. They hardly 
ever think of them — perhaps a few times a year. 

When the United States does cause a certain amount of 
harm in the world is when it embarks on missionary 
adventures, whether motivated by the altruism of one 
of its presidents, or in order to satisfy its own citizens. 
President Woodrow Wilson's good intentions at the 
Paris Conferences after World War | made 
ripe for the catastrophe of World War Il. Rather than 
solid ideas on the salvation of the peoples of the 
world through a “Pax Americana” and the national 
rights proposed by that unfortunate preacher, what today 
emanates from Washington are serious signs of a policy 
which is a cross between Maria Goretti's feelings and 
Ronald Reagan's gesturing. 

One need act be a member of the above-mentioned un- 
compromising congregation or chant “NATO Out, Hur- 
ray Fidel, and We Want Anguita” to become convinced 
that U.S. foreign policy is severely contaminated by 
vested interests, confusion, improvisation, and an alarm- 
ing degree of disrespect for the United States’ own al- 
lies. 

This is not something over which any reasonable person 
should rejoice. Indeed, NATO is and will continue to 
be essential to the security of democracies and the free 
and open society in the face of future challenges which 
will probably be more difficult to tackle than the threat 
posed by communism during the Cold War. 

The neglect recently displayed by the U.S. Congress 
for its allies’ interests and concerns is becoming a 
danger to NATO. A danger which is tolerated — 
or at least not opposed — by a President Clinton 
who is as devoid of political convictions and political 
backbone as he is masterful in pumping the bandwagon 
of provincial advantage-secking. The weakening of 
NATO is posing the most serious single threat to the 
western democracies security since 1948. And this is a 
much more serious threat than any display of strength 
on the part of its enemies, be they the redeemers of the 
proletariat in central and castern Europe or petty tyrants 
of various descriptions in the Third World. 

The European allies should be explaining to Clinton that 
the harm done to this alliance (which guarantees both 
sides’ interests) by an clection campaign to everyone's 
liking in the United States could well end up being 
permanent. If the Germans, British. French, Danish, and 
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Spanish are generally agreed that the Helms-Burton Law 

party — that is, Washington — should be reconsidering 

FBIS-WEU-96-143 
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it is vital for common security. Bul more weight is 
increasingly being carried by other aspects, including 
trade, technological development, and the services — 
and, of course, political dialogue. None of these aspects, 
however, cas exist without the essential bond which 
cements relations between allies, friends, or partners, 
nainely respect. 
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Sweden: Deputy Calis For ‘Concrete’ Military Aid 
for Baltics 

BR2407110096 Stockholm SVENSKA DAGBLADET 
in Swedish 18 Jui 96 p4 

["Focus” atticle by Moderate Coalition Party Riksdag 
deputy and Defense Committee member Heank Lan- 
derhoim: “The Baluc Region Needs a Concrete Military 

Aid Program”) 

[FBIS Translated Text) In many respects the security 
of Sweden and the Baluc region are interlinked. The 
changes to the CFE agreement on conventional forces 
in Europe which increase Russia's military freedom of 
action, both before and after 1999, illustrate this very 
clearly. 

if Russia, as Latvian Foreign Minister Valdis Birkavs 
pointed out in the 28 June “Focus” article, chooses to 
explon the opportunities provided for in the “new” CFE 
agreement, then the situation will change radically for 
both the Baltic region and Sweden. Some 600 armored 
personnel carriers and an almost unlimited number of 
tanks artillery on the border with Estonia and Latvia are 
a means of exerting pressure — irrespective of whether 
or not they are used. 

It is precisely the indirect effect that is often a forgotien 
part of military capahulity. This can be directly applied 
to Sweden's chances of political influence in the Baluc 
Sea region. Swedish disarmament is not only devaluing 
the country’s military capability, but also our political 
strength. Ai the same ume our scope for handling crisis 
situations im the Baltic Sea region decreases. Our ability 
to prevent crisis hecoming war is undermined. 

It must be in everyone's interest to precisely evaluate 
actual shifts and changes in the atmosphere in our 
immediate neighborhood. The government, too, should 
have an interest in both the long-term consequences of 
the CFE agreement and this spring's debate on Swedish 
and Finnish responsibility for the Baltic region. 

To do what Thage G. Peterson did on this page on 
2 July and make all the right noises without having 
anything concrete to offer is downright counterpraduc - 
uve. Instead the Baltic region needs a concrete military 
aid program. which should be drawn up in conjunc- 
tron with other interested countnes. Pinland has already 
taken steps forward away from its previously cautious 
atutude and 1s now both weapons and taking transferring 
part in the training of Estonian units. This is something 
that Sweden should also he doing 

Fear of Russian Reactions 

On the basis of costly historical experience Estonia 
Latvia. and Lithuania are taking their security situation 
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seriously. Through membership of NATO they ae 
secking (© guaranice both economic and termiorial 
security. Even outside NATO Sweden can help the 
Baltic countries to attain a military capability that will 
make it casicr for them to be accepted as members. 
And together — or in conyuncuon — with Sweden and 
Finland the Baluc countries will be consaderably asier 

they are afraid of Russia's reactions, and partly because 
the Baltic region is regarded as impossible to defend. 

This latter point merits a digression because it is based 
on a serious error of judgement. After all, the aim of 
NATO membership is not to use military force. On 
the contrary, the aim of the alliance is to maintain the 
peace in its member countries. This has worked well 
since 1949. The idea of any military alliance is to deter 
attacks — by military, economic, or political means. 

For Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania NATO membership 
would serve as a deterrent to potential aggressors and 
no sober commentator — regardless of their navonality 
— Can see anything threatening in this. 

In the form of its predecessor, the Soviet Union, Russia 
has practiced monstrous repression of the Baltic and 
Eastern European countries. lt is not now asking too 
much of Russia to accept a situation in which it is 
being asked to pay something back in the form of the 
psychological discomfort that the castward enlargement 
of NATO means for them. 

The most important thing is that the existing institu- 
tions for European security are strengthened and devel- 
oped. It would be unwise not to build on today’s strong, 
smoothly functioning cooperation. NATO is right in the 
muddle of an exciting process of change that also affects 
Sweden's relavons with the alliance Swedish member- 
ship does not appear to be as remote a possiility today 
as it seemed to be a year ago. Incidentally, one interest. 
ing fact worth noting is that Goran Persson has not re- 
jected the idea. The most recent prime ministerial words 
uttered on the subject remain those of Ingvar Carlisson's 
gambit in January. The conclusion today should be that 
— on the conditions laid down by the Riksdag in De- 
cember 1995 — an enlargement of NATO that also in- 
cluded Sweden would even be capable of umproving the 
preconditions for cooperation and hence also peace and 
stability in our part of the world. Ruling out NATO 
membership in the future limiu Sweden's freedom of 
action. 

Irresponsible Dinarmament Policy 

However the NATO issue is 00 more acute from 
Sweden's point of view than the Social Democratic 

ladies ienaeminstanemaeiee, ] 
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Party makes it as a result of its disarmament policy. But Lena Hjelm-Wallen's back-to-front policy of restor- 
Contrary to the claims made by Stefan Hedlund in his | 
July “Focus” article, Thage G. Peterson and Lena Hieim- 
Wallen do in fact have a point in thew recently published 
ny NYHETER article when they maintain that 

government's and Center Party's policy. 
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Terkey: Ciler Said To Ask West for Support 
Agaiast Erbekss 

NC2307191396 Imanbul CUMHURIYET im Turkish 
23 Jul % pp 1.6 

TEL “ait HH te fi! i | | ‘ i i 

iH 
fi fi i 
H i “i if tj i 

=2 f ei f i + 

id She i] uy Hi 
git . ti , : 

[Tree Path Party) depety. and Abmet Sezai Orbek, 

of the 

3 and scope of operabon, cod 
on talks between Ankara and Washington to climenate 
the Turkish public's worrnes concerning the force's avms 
and mission 

Al the meeting. the General Suff officials noted that the 
Turkish side is able to monitor the aircraft belonging to 
the Hammer Force and added: “We did not issue new 
flight permissions this last week. The aurcraft belonging 
to the Hammer Force could not take off from thew bases 

is being reported that the General Suff and Foreign 
Ministry officials have said the following on the head. 
quarters in Zakho: “Only a 20-man force is stationed 
there. There still are four Turkish officers in that force 
We made the necer«ary applications for the increase of 
the Turkish personnel. The increase in their number wl! 
enable us to exercise complete control. The transfer of 
the headquarters to Turkey for good could also be pul 
on the agenda 

The mecting, during which i was indicated that ray 
must abide by the UN resolutions, was told that follow- 

ing their latest inspecuon the UN observers reported Unal 
there are sul! installavons in Irag capable of producing 
nuclear and chemical weapons. 

ambassadors who were expected to he heard at the Com. 
mittee yesterday have been invited to the Turkish par. 
hament to brnef the commuttee today [passage omitted) 

Terkey: Ecevit Says Provide (Comfort | stablishing 
Kurdish State 

TA2 307185396 Ankara TRT Teiewmon Network 

in Turkish 1700 GMT 23 Jul 

[PBIS Translated Text) Demacratc Left Party (DSP) 
leader Bulent Ecevit has said that the allied culinary 
force headquarters which 1s in Zakho within the frame. 

imto 
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officials on the extension of the Hammer Force. Erbakan 
bargained to get the Hammer Force's heaciquarters and 
the flights of its aircraft under Turkey's control and also 
put forward the resumption of the border trade with Iraq 
as a condition. 

Erbakan, who is planning to open new border crossings 
in addition w 
received on the issue of 
transit through Turkey of most of the $2 billion oil 
sales approved for iraqi leader Saddam Husayn by the 
UN. Erbakan, who received positive signals from the 
UN and US. officials, has now turned his attention to 
Iraqi leader message to 
Saddam through Iraqi Ambassador i 
for the oil to 

Terkey: US., 
Maltiastional 

7TA2307182696 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 23 Jul 96 

{FBIS Translated Text} The ambassadors of the United 

i i 
f 

fe | I u if] if 
: i i i | fi ! i 7 : fi tf i if ; 
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Gveif crisis and from the end of the Gulf crisis to the 
present. [end recording) 

Turkey: BBP Official Opposes Poised Hammer 
Exteasioa 

TA2?407071996 Ankara TRT Television Network 
in Turkish 1700 GMT 23 Jul 96 

{[FBIS Translated Text] Mehmet Ekici, Great Unity 
Party [BBP] general administrative council member, has 
said that it is time to get rid of Poised Hammer, which 
serves the interests of the West and the United States in 
the region. 

In a news conference at the Assembly, Ekici said 

[Begin Ekici recording) We, as the BBP, have stated 

to fill the authority vacuum created to the north of the 
36th parallel. The Turkish Armed Forces can casily fill 
the authority vacuum which will result from the Poised 

Turkey: Erbekan’s Visit To Northern Cypres 
Viewed 

NC2307162696 Ankera TURKISH DAILY NEWS 
in English 22 Jul 96 p Ad 

[Report by Yusuf Kanli: “Erbakan’s Trip Demonstrates 
a Turning Point in Cyprus Policy”) 

[FBIS Transcribed Text] Ankara— Turkey's Prime 
Minister Necmettin Erbakan assured the Turkish Repub- 
lic of Northern Cyprus (TRNC) of Ankara’s “stepped 
up” support to overcome its economic woes and politi- 
cal isolation amid signs that the Cyprus policy of Ankara 
is undergoing an overhaul. 

million dollars for the Turkish Cypriot people over the 
past two decades could be a burden on Turkey. Pu i : z 
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aside everything, Cyprus is like a huge aircraft carrier 
only 300 miles away from Israci. Even if Turkey spent 
billions of dollars for Turkish Cypriots, that would be an 
expenditure for a right reason,” a senior member of the 
Erbakan team said, making use of the traditional anti- 
Israel rhetoric of the Welfare Party. Erbakan's team was 
confused by what they saw on the island. Such a small 
population, such a small territory and such poverty. 

necded Turkey as much as Turkey necved Turkish 
Cypriots. 

While Erbakan was declaring publicly the commitment 
of his administration to peace and siability on the 
island, his senior men were explaining to reporters that 

TURKEY 25 

our Turkish Cypriot brethren,” Erbakan repeatedly said 
during his visit. 

In demonstration of his respect, TRNC leader Rauf 

staff, never walked in front of the Turkish prime 
minister and most often walked one step behind. Al 
times when Denktas. acting out of his old habits, treated 
Erbakan as if he were the “elder brother", Erbakan 
thanked the Turkish Cypriot riot leader for being “too 
gentle” and remarked “After you. Mr. President.” 

Remembering thai only few years ago a Turkish ambas- 
sador had acted as if he were instructing Denktas, a top 
aide of the Turkish Cypriot president said throughout 
his one-day stay in northern Cyprus Erbakan had tried 
to tell Turkish Cypriots, Greek Cypriots and the entire 
world that there is an independent and sovereign north- 
ern Turkish republic respected fully by Ankara. 

Erbakan’s visit to northern Cyprus, though the first ever 
by a Turkish prime minister on the anniversary of the 
Turkish intervention, was only the second-ever such 
visit. In 1986 late President Turgut Ozal had visited 
the island in his capacity as president. 

During the Ozal visit hundreds of sheep were sacrificed 
and many of the squares and highway junctions of 
the TRNC were awash with the blood of sacrificed 
animals. The situation was different this time. Turkish 
Cypriots were as joyous as they were at the visit of 
Ozal, but not a single sheep was sacrificed. When asked 
why, Turkish Cypriot officials said Erbakan himself told 
Turkish Cypriot officials that he wanted the lives of the 
animals to be spared. The message was more clear when 
Erbakan declared that he was a man of peace and most 
Pleased when he sees neighbors reconciling and hugging 
each other. 

“I want to tell Greece and Greek Cypriots that they 
should grasp our hand of peace because all through the 
history those who were at peace with Turks always 

journalists told him that he was accused by the Greek 
side with staging a provocation by visiting northern 

Cyprus. 
Erbakan’s visit was criticized by Greek Cypriot leader 
Glavkos Kiindhis and Greek Prime Minister Konstandi- 
nos Simitis as provocative. 

“This visit is a provocation to Cyprus’s Hellenism, 
because it that Turkey has not repented for 
the crime of the invasion which it committed,” Klinidhis 
told reporters. Greek Prime Minister Simitis. on the 
other hand said “Turkish Prime Minister Necmettin 
Erbakan'’s visit to the occupied territories of Cyprus, 



on the day of the black anniversary, reaffirms Turkey's 
undiminished intransigence and provocativeness.” 

"I say to the Greeks once more: Come, let us make 
Cyprus a bridge of peace between Turkey and Greece,” 
he told the crowds. 

Turkey: Northera Iraq Seen Sliding Into Turmoil 
Over Turkmens 

NC2307155996 Ankara TURKISH DAILY NEWS 
in English 22 Jul 96 p A3 

[News Analysis” by Ayse Karabat: “Northern Iraq 
Sliding Purther Into Turmoil") 

Complicating matters further is the fact that Syria has 

qgé pil Hl i E z ; 
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unhappy with this struggle and the support given by 
Ankara to the Turkmen. The KDP’s rival, the PUK, on 
the other hand, is said to be supporting the Turkmen 
in order to move closer to Ankara whose favors it has 
been deprived of for some time now. 

The KDP and the PUK—bitier rivals—agreed to a 
U.S.-brokered cease-fire in Dublin last year and are 
maintaining a tenuous peace. While all these rival 
groups jockey for power in northern Iraq, the killing 
of Asafli has confirmed the city of Dahuk as the focus 
of the multidimensional-struggie going on in the region. 

Situated near the Turkish border, Dahuk was the scene 
of the killings of four Turkish Red Crescent members 
in 1995. Local sources allege these murders were also 
Carried out by Parasdin on the orders of the governor of 
Dahuk which is under the control of the KDP. 

KDP leader Barzani met with Syrian President Hafiz al- 
Asad in Damascus recently. Syria wants to play a role in 
northern Iraq like that played by Iran. At the ivieeting, al- 
Asad is said to have asked that Syria be allowed to open 
offices in Dahuk and in nearby Zakho which hosts the 
Military Communication Center for Operation Provide 
Comfort, the U.S. lead force for protecting the local 
Kurds and other minorities against Baghdad. Turkish 
politicians blame this force—which enforces a no-fly 
zone against Iraqi air power—for the political vacuum 
in northern Iraq. 

The force, deployed in Turkey, was established after 
the Gulf War after the exodus of local Kurds following 
attacks by Saddam Husayn’s forces. 

Syria is known to support the Kurdistan Workers’ 
Party (PKK), whose leader Abdullah Ocalan resides in 
Damascus, although Syrian officials deny these charges. 

Local sources discount the possibility that the assassi- 
nation of Asafli might have been the work of the PKK 
which is waging a separatist war in Turkey. 

They say that the organization has enough problems 
with Turkish security forces and does not want to take 
on fresh by entering into a conflict with the 
Turkmens. Because of this the 

PKK is said to be keeping a distance from Turkmens. 
The headquarters of Parasdin is in Dahuk and the 
organization is headed by Kerim Sincari. Parasdin is 
Organized according \o geographic regions. 

Each region is called as “lak.” The Dahuk lak is 
headed by Necirvan Barzani, the nephew and son-in- 
law of Mas‘ud Barzani. Necirvan Barzani is reportedly 
the person managing relations between the Baghdad 
governmem and the KDP. Other laks are in Irhbil, 
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into northern Iraq 
The HRIKP has 

Mound betemic Rusdietm leiemic Bovement of Kur. 
distan) which recently decided to open a radio station. 

The Islamic Movement is supported by Turkey's ruling 
Islamist Welfare Party (RP). The prospect of the Islamic _ further instability there. 
Movement broadcasting its propaganda as far aficid 
as southeastern Turkey greatly alarms the HRIKP. A 
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